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C R I T I C A L FOCUS
Brian J. Ford

Fantastic Physics — and Worlds We Never See

“S

cientist, eh?” asked
their report, “Earth-like
the man on the While theoretical physicists search for
planet around Proxima
plane. “You’re lucky.”
Centauri discovered.” My
mathematical models to fit what they
I sipped my coffee and
new acquaintance was still
nodded. “Looking through observe, biological microscopy reveals
buried in the magazine.
a microscope is always cell processes that are real and accessible. “Look,” he said, “this is the
exciting,” I said. “It gives
latest discovery by the
you such insights into how
European Southern Obserthe world works.” “Sure,” he went on. “And now you
vatory in the Atacama Desert. The article says that
have all these incredible new places to explore. Just
Professor Phillip Lubin of the University of California
look at this — a new planet that’s just like ours. It even
at Santa Barbara believes it. And he is the main advisor
looks like Earth!” I looked across at his magazine.
to NASA on their DEEP-IN program and is behind the
“That isn’t a picture of a planet,” I sighed. “It’s all
Breakthrough Starshot project. He says it makes the
invention, a made-up image. It’s guesswork.” You can
case of visiting even more compelling.” I smiled. “Any
anticipate his answer: “But it’s here, in print. It must
idea how long it would take to cover the distance?”
be real. Astronomers in Chile have published it.” I
He shook his head. “It’s 25 trillion miles away,” I told
downed the rest of my coffee in a single gulp.
him, “You’d need at least 100,000 years for the one-way
In recent years we have glimpsed the faintest of
journey.” He persisted. “But they have the data,” he
images that might be remote planets, though we cannot
retorted. They had data before once and that turned out
imagine what they might look like. Most of the evidence
to be a glitch. In 2012, the same observatory claimed
we have is nothing more than a faint fluctuation in the
they had discovered a new planet around Alpha
brightness of a distant star. If you apply the correct
Centauri B. This, they confidently claimed, was “the
algorithms then you could deduce that it could be caused
closest exoplanet to Earth.” Concocted pictures of it
by an orbital body, and if you stretched your data far
were published. Later examination of the data showed
enough, you might make a case that if it were a planet,
the discovery was an artifact of the way the data had
it could even have molecules of water on the surface.
been analyzed. That new planet did not exist — all the
Like the moon. These flimsy estimates do not make
images were dreamed up.
evidence of a planet like our own, yet that doesn’t stop
Exaggerating celestial realities is a long-standing
the ridiculous rumors. “The star closest to the sun hosts
tradition. Prior to the first landing on the moon, artists’
a planet that may be very much like Earth!” the space.
impressions of the lunar landscape were always
com website had claimed, and physics.com headlined
dramatic, with fictitious looming chasms and stunning
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When faint signal irregularities are received by astronomers, they
sometimes interpret them as evidence of far-distant planets. The
convention then is to invent artwork purporting to show how the
hypothesized planet might appear, as in this example by R.D.
Nickel. Needless to say, it is all imaginary.

mountain peaks. The day before Apollo 11 landed, on
July 19, 1969, I published an article to restore reality.
“In spite of the exciting pictures painted of the lunar
landscape,” I wrote, “I think the astronauts will find it
no more than vast rounded mounds of slag-like lava,
littered with rocks and debris.” The editors warned
readers that my article was “a very personal view ….”
But it was a timely intervention, and it proved to be
correct.

Visions of celestial objects have often been exaggerated. The
artwork for this French movie poster in 1966 shows astronauts
landing on the moon, with mountains depicted as spectacular
and steep. Centuries of scientific observation have shown the
lunar surface to be far less dramatic.

HIDDEN FLAWS
Actual images came from the orbiting Hubble
Space Telescope, which cost $3 billion to launch. With
its 94½-in. (2.4 m) mirror weighing 1,825 lb. (828 kg)
the production process was crucial. Grinding and
polishing the mirror went on at night, five miles from
the nearest moving vehicle, because the rumbling
of distant traffic could disrupt the accuracy of the
process. The resulting telescope would be able to
record wavelengths from ultraviolet through infrared
(115–2,500 nm). There was a massive public relations
campaign, and the launch on April 24, 1990, was
covered by television as the world looked on with
growing excitement. NASA’s director of astrophysics,
Charlie Pellerin, was so satisfied he flew to Japan
for a week to confer with colleagues and celebrate.
When he returned to St. Louis, he called Washington
120

Neil Armstrong captured this memorable photo of Buzz Aldrin on
the lunar surface during the Apollo 11 expedition in 1969. I had
published an article the day before, saying the moon’s terrain
would be far less astonishing than artists’ impressions, and more
like “mounds of slag-like lava, littered with rocks.”
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where they gave him the news that he had launched
the Hubble with a flawed mirror. “Did not,” Pellerin
says he retorted. “Did so.” “Did not.” “Did so….” He
picked up a copy of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch and
the headline stood out: “National Disaster, Hubble
Launched with Flawed Mirror.” The project had
failed. Optical specialists were eventually brought in
to design a compensating lens to correct the aberration,
a project costing an additional $60 million. NASA is
always keen on trumpeting success and hiding failure.
So little was said about the flaws, even as Pellerin
received a special medal after the problem was fixed.
There is a similar tendency to hide flaws at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN in Switzerland.
The LHC cost $10 billion to build, and running it has
since cost another $5 billion. When it was switched
on, it soon emerged that there were bad electrical
connections between some of the magnets controlling
the particle beams, which cost another $30 million
to correct. In this project, just as in the search for
exoplanets, there has been a tendency to present
mistakes as discoveries. They claimed to have obtained
evidence of the Higgs boson, a theoretical construct
that could confer mass upon matter. Since this would
be one of the most ubiquitous entities in the universe,
it should have been simple to spot. Signals obtained
at 125 giga-electron-volts (GeV) seemed to hint at
the presence of the particle, and so successful was
the public relations from CERN that the Nobel Prize
for physics in 2012 was awarded to Drs. Peter Higgs
and François Englert for this revelation. Doubts have
since been raised about the validity of the observation.
Some authorities insist that the elusive boson was not
what the team observed, but was actually a group of
“techni-quark” particles. Dr. Mads Toudal Frandsen
in Denmark published a paper pointing out that: “It
is true that the Higgs particle can explain the data
but there can be other explanations.” He added:
“The current data is not precise enough … it could
be a number of other known particles.” To cap it
all, the posturing physicists involved in this farrago
have even named their discovery “the God Particle.”
There was more excitement in December 2015, when
they published evidence of a new particle detected at
750 GeV — and this particle was not compatible with the
Standard Model in physics. This, it was claimed, would
set physicists off on exciting new lines of discovery
for decades ahead, but it was not to be. The muchvaunted “particle” did not exist. As the physics.org
website admits: “It seems likely that all the fuss
will have been about nothing.” Yet the LHC public
relations machine ploughs on.

The particle tracks that a detector on the Large Hadron Collider
produced to provide evidence for the disputed Higgs boson.
After two protons collide, a particle appears that decays into jets
of hadrons and electrons. This image is a computer-generated
impression and makes little sense to non-physicists.
At a conference in Chicago in August 2016, CERN
Director-General Dr. Fabiola Gianotti proudly announced: “We’re just at the beginning of the journey.” I
would say she’s right — the experiments generate data
at the rate of 1 billion particle collisions per second
and they have more than 25 PB1 of data to examine.
I am not alone in believing this extraordinary
expenditure is an unnecessary indulgence for obsessive theoretical physicists. Sir David King, fellow of the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences and the
former British government adviser on science, says it is
“astonishing” that so much effort is focused on esoteric
projects in physics when we face issues like climate
change, epidemic diseases, and food production. We
dined together in Cambridge, U.K., and he agreed that
the best minds (and most money) should surely be
directed to solving problems that threaten our survival.
It is certainly true that science claims vast amounts of
money in its quest for prestige, yet great advances are
often made by individuals with inspiration, rather
than institutions with money. It was also at CERN
in 1989 that Sir Tim Berners-Lee invented the World
Wide Web. That changed the world and cost next to
nothing, however, the LHC has taught us very little
PB – petabyte; equivalent to 1,000 terabytes, 1,000,000,000,000,000
bytes, or 1015 bytes
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for mathematical models to fit what they choose to
observe, living cells are already carrying out processes
that are far more ingenious. Biological microscopy can
reveal more to us than fairytale physics.
TYRANNY OF DATA

Actor Jim Parsons plays Sheldon Cooper, a post-grad theoretical
physicist on the TV sitcom “The Big Bang Theory,” which follows
four young physicists and the difficulties they experience in the
real world. They earn a good income, but their revelations rarely
match the grandiose self-image.
but has cost us the earth. Behind it all is a widespread
sense that the world of theoretical physics holds the
answers we need. Little wonder that one of the most
successful television sitcoms is “The Big Bang Theory,”
in which young, postgrad theoretical physicists tussle
with the social realities of the real world. The star is Jim
Parsons, who plays Dr. Sheldon Cooper, well paid and
secure, highly regarded and smug. Cooper claims he is
working towards a “theory of everything,” and what
has he achieved? Next to nothing. The humor is sharp
and deliciously observed, but the secret subplot is that
such scientists are impotent. The theory of everything
is a current conceit. Everything? Ha!
We often imagine that the Standard Model
accounts for all the phenomena of physics, but it
cannot. Among the many topics we do not understand
are the existence of dark matter and dark energy, how
light and matter are affected by very high energies, the
formation of heavy atoms (from iron to uranium), and
the paradox of gravity. These and other fundamental
phenomena remain completely unexplained, which
all leaves theoretical physics centuries behind the
other sciences. Meanwhile, the Higgs boson may
have been identified already in semiconductors.
An international team of researchers from Israel,
Germany, and India used disordered films of niobium
nitrite (NbN) and indium oxide (InO) near the critical
point and did so with energies of one-thousandth of a
volt. Their discovery has cost less than one-millionth
of the price of the LHC. Our media may be full of
fabulously expensive physics and overwhelmed
by costly astronomy, but the real marvels are closer
to home. And while theoretical physicists search
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The tendency to interpret everything through
digital data is invading the world of science. You may
identify a microbe through your microscope, and know
perfectly well what it is, but a prosecution lawyer or
an industrial manager will want a DNA profile that
matches something in a database. You may perform
microchemistry on a crystal or rotate crossed polars in
your microscope, but the client will want a computer
printout to prove the point. Our understanding of the
world is being undermined by a mindless move towards
the tyranny of data. Automated electronic systems are
elevated as “intelligent” and dumb digital devices
called “smart.” The fad for physics is taking over, and
we need to hold fast to our knowledge of the real world.
There is a vogue for interpreting life through simple
mathematical laws. One recent television program
called “Forces of Nature” presented pictures of the
hexagonal cells built by bees to store their honey and
raise a new brood. The conclusion was that the mighty
machinations of mathematicians alone can account
for what bees build. The script reported: “In 1999, a
mathematician at the University of Michigan named
Thomas Hales found a proof: a hexagonal pattern is
the most efficient engineering design.” Pardon? Did
you think a most efficient engineering design was a
jet turbine or a cheap mousetrap? Not according to
this program — it is a hexagon. They conclude that
the bees are building their beautiful combs “under
the shadow of an elegant underlying mathematical
law.” This is the opposite of reality. The bees are not
building anything under any human constraint. They
have evolved to work out for themselves the best way
to maximize their efforts, in the way living organisms
have done for billions of years. The “law” simply
allows us our simple-minded physicists to understand
what the bees have always known.
We take engineering for granted, though the
living world has always harnessed its realities. Look at
the exquisite structure of a Gunnera leaf, and see how
evolution has gently molded the veins to maximize
support for one of the largest leaves in nature. At
the 900-year-old Peterborough cathedral (which I
attended as a boy), John Wastell, about 500 years
ago, optimized his designs to support a lacy ceiling
of carefully carved columns that resonates with what
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we see in the living world. He later finished King’s
College Chapel in Cambridge, which has the largest
fan-vaulted ceiling in the world. I have been taken up
above that ceiling, and the intricacy of the stonework
is breathtaking.
ANCIENT ENGINEERING
Nature’s instinctive harnessing of our mathematical laws may have informed the design decisions of
our ancestors, but many major innovations were made
millions of years earlier by the processes of evolution.
Gear wheels are widely believed to have been
introduced into engineering during the industrial
revolution of the 18th century. Not so. There are
examples manufactured by craftsmen thousands
of years ago. In April 1900, a group of local divers,
searching for sponges to sell to tourists, came across
an ancient shipwreck lying in 150 ft. of water off the
Greek island of Antikythera. They brought up large
numbers of collectibles, including coins and pottery,
marble and bronze statues, magnificent jewelry, and
a hunk of corroded metal encrusted with lime. In
May 1902, Valerios Stais, an archaeologist, inspected
the finds and noticed that the rocky remnant had
a gear wheel protruding from one side. The find
dates back to about 2,200 years ago, so a gear wheel
seemed impossible, and for years it was believed
that this strange artifact was of a more recent date.
Not until 1951 was the matter investigated further,
when Yale University professor Derek J. de Solla Price
(who subsequently cooperated with me in research
on antique microscopes) became interested in it. He

Graceful fan vaulting supports the limestone ceiling of Peterborough Cathedral. Drawing on nature and a detailed understanding
of physical forces, John Wastell designed the ceiling around 1500.

Crusted with chalk, this curious artifact discovered near the
Greek island of Antikythera in 1900 turned out under X-rays to be
a complex calculating device with intricate gears, all constructed
before the time of Christ. In some ways, it was more advanced
than a present-day calculator.

took a number of X-ray and gamma-ray images that
showed the object was a complex mechanism. The
famed French undersea explorer Jacques Cousteau
dove on the wreck in 1976, and he brought up coinage
made around 70 B.C. The mechanism was older and
had markings written in Koine Greek.
In 2006, an official Antikythera Mechanism
Research Project began to investigate how the object
had been constructed, and it soon emerged that this
was an analogue computer, an orrery constructed to
predict the movement of heavenly bodies like the sun
and moon. The gearing even had cogs correcting for
leap years and was based on the theories of Hipparchus,
who was active between 140 to 120 B.C. Research
at my alma mater, Cardiff University, produced
models of precisely how it had functioned. Professor
Michael Edmunds described it as extraordinary, and
concluded that it was “more valuable than the Mona
Lisa.” So, if you thought that gears were about 300
years old, think again; the Antikythera Mechanism
shows that gear wheels date back almost 2,000 years
before that. That may suffice for the history of human
ingenuity, but the living world can take us back 125
million years earlier. This was when leafhoppers
appeared — small jumping insects of the family
Cicadellidae. Their nymphs, as they develop, need
carefully to coordinate the springing motion of the
hind legs and so, to ensure precise synchronicity, they
developed what you or I might have decided upon:
a pair of enmeshed gear wheels. Make no mistake
about it, these are intricately constructed gears that
work with mechanical precision. Gear-like structures
are found in larger organisms (like the wheel bug that
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as the bug passes through each stage of maturation,
they are absent from the adult insect. Nobody knows
why, though zoology professor Malcolm Burrows
at Cambridge University points out that, if a tooth
is broken in a nymph, it will regenerate at the next
molt, whereas for an adult insect, it could prove to be
an enduring handicap. He tells me that he has yet to
find a way to substantiate this idea experimentally. In
any event, even though the discovery of sophisticated
gearing can be dated from more than 2,000 ago in
human society, microscopic gears were already put to
use by leafhoppers 125 million years earlier.
Cog wheels in a leafhopper are imaged by brilliant micrographer
Igor Siwanowicz, a neurobiologist at the Janelia Farm Research
Campus of the Howard Hughes Medical Institute. They were first
discovered by Gregory Sutton, who works with zoologist Malcolm
Burrows at Cambridge University.

Under the microscope, chalk is composed of fossilized communities of these coccolithophores, microscopic algae that protect
their cells with calcareous armor. These complex scales are
secreted inside each cell and then meticulously laid in position,
sometimes being inverted to ensure that they fit.
has a gear-shaped crest along its thorax, or the gear
turtle with gear-like serrations around its carapace),
but they don’t function. Nor do the interlacing scales
on some coccolithophores, which look at first sight
like the wheels in a watch. The gears in a leafhopper
work. The opposing gears, each with about 10 teeth,
are rounded to ensure efficient enmeshment, and they
allow the jumping bug to synchronize the movements
of its hind legs within 30 µs (millionths of a second).
Although these gears are a feature of the nymphs
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MICROSCOPIC MOTORS
Mechanical marvels have evolved throughout
the microscopic realm and are often of inconceivable
complexity. Among the most minute and highpowered are the rotary engines that power flagella
in organisms such as bacteria. In the 1960s, I took a
high-speed 16 mm film through the oil-immersion
lens of a Leitz microscope showing Spirillum bacteria
swimming along at top speed. The illumination was
by sunlight — no wonder the organisms swam so
fast. Analyzing the results frame-by-frame gave high
resolution images, near to the limits that a darkfield
microscope could obtain, which revealed how the
flagella were functioning. My conclusion was that they
seemed to generate waves of motion, like a stockman
brandishing a whip. I discussed my findings with a
leading South African microscopist, Dr. Adrianus
Piper of the University of Pretoria. He was kind
enough to say he was impressed by my micrographs,
though he did not concur with my conclusions. He
thought that flagella were formed from twirls of
mucus that peeled off from the thin mucous capsule
covering each bacterium. There are parallels for this
proposal. The cirri with which some ciliates stroll
across a substrate look like small pointed limbs, but
are formed by separate cilia that twine together. Some
bacteria do produce separate strands of flagella that
seem to fuse, but Piper’s mucous twirls were not the
right explanation and nor was my waving whip.
The truth began to emerge with pioneering highresolution electron microscope studies of bacterial
flagella by Dr. Joyce B. Grace at the University of
Birmingham, U.K., which were published in the Journal
of General Microbiology in 1954 (10, pp 325–327). She
showed the details of flagellar structure for the first
time, noting that they seemed to form from a collar
on the cell. In 1956, Dr. Bruce A.D. Stocker in London
speculated that flagella might be, in essence, solid
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structures that rotated. Stocker spent his last years at
Stanford and remained active till his death in 2004 at
the age of 87 in Palo Alto. His final papers were still
being published long after his death. This proposal led
to new lines of investigation, and in 1974, Dr. Howard
C. Berg of the University of Boulder, Colorado, drew
an audacious conclusion: flagella actually rotated, and
were driven by a motor in the cell. His first publication
was in Nature in 1973 (245, pp 380–382). Microbiologists
were skeptical, until the startling revelation of a unique
micrograph. Meticulously compiled from a number
of separate images, it revealed for the first time that
there was a motor at the base of each flagellum,
delicately constructed and amenable to analysis.
The principle research scientist was Dr. Noreen R.
Francis of Brandeis University, and her results were
breathtaking. Even though the images are indistinct,
the flagellar motor was finally revealed. The image
has often been reproduced elsewhere, usually without
attribution, and it has acquired iconic status for those
investigating the structural intricacies of the living cell.
The complexity of these motors is startling. A review,
“Structural Diversity of Bacterial Flagellar Motors,”
edited by Dr. Songye Chen of the California Institute
of Technology at Pasadena, was published in the
EMBO Journal in 2011 (pp 1–10) and reveals the beauty
and delicacy of the various motors that bacteria have
evolved. They are immensely efficient. Even though
a typical flagellar motor measures less than 50 nm
(0.05 µm) in diameter, they can use proton pumps to
produce rotation speeds up to 50,000 rpm and can
reverse the direction of spin in a few milliseconds. In
February 2016, a molecular motor of similar size was
designed by Dr. Philip Ketterer and his technical team
at the Technical University of Munich, using bacteria
as their inspiration. “This is a step toward the goal of
building artificial nano-robots,” Ketterer now says.
“You easily imagine a future where similar motors are
used for propelling minute robots in our bodies, much
in the same way that bacteria naturally move about.”
Great achievement; however, bacteria were doing that
more than a billion years ago.
As I am reviewing these revelations, I keep
wanting to see them in a television program or movie.
The public should see more of these astonishing
revelations, and sometimes they do. The leafhopper’s
gears were featured in magazines like Science and
National Geographic, while the flagellar motor was
reported in the popular Daily Mail in London (that
newspaper also featured my new aquatic dinosaur
theories, so there clearly is room for innovative science
in the popular press). People appreciate examples

Multiple electronmicrograph studies were correlated In 1994
to produce our first insight into the motors that drive flagella in
bacteria. The research team, led by Dr. Noreen R. Francis of
Brandeis University, confirmed the research of Dr. Howard C.
Berg of Colorado, which was published in 1973.
of nature’s achievements like these because we can
understand them. We are talking of mechanical gears
and rotary engines that are simple to explain. The
way cells behave is far less easy to grasp — it is vital,
organic, almost thoughtful. But you won’t see this on
TV. So intent are we on assuming that these living
systems must be mechanical and understandable
by mechanical principles, that they are presented as
computer-generated imagery (CGI). The division of
the living cell and the behavior of chromosomes are
familiar to us through CGI, where the chromosomes
are portrayed as tapering sausages and the spindle
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Immunofluorescence is used to reveal mitosis in living cells in
this vivid micrograph by Dr. Thomas Deerinck of the National
Center for Microscopy and Imaging Research at the University of
California in La Jolla. Blue chromosomes and red microtubules
show clearly, with mitochondria in green.

The intricacy of a pulmonary endothelial cell is shown here, with
mitochondria (stained yellow) and microtubules (green) surrounding the purple-stained nucleus. This award-winning image was
captured by Drs. Robert Markus and Jafar Mahdavi of the School
of Life Sciences, University of Nottingham, U.K.
looks like radiating strings, while the cell walls divide
like a balloon artist producing a poodle at a party. This
bears no resemblance to the marvelous intricacies of
the living cell.
The conventional image of the cell wall is like a
plastic food container from the freezer: rigid, inflexible,
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impenetrable, a barrier to the outside environment.
Nowhere will you find the living cell membrane that
I observe under the microscope. This is soft and silky,
undulating, and in constant movement. Perfect little
protuberances ruffle out like ribbons in a breeze.
Microscopic particles in the cytoplasm, including
mitochondria and Golgi bodies, circulate and jostle
for position, wafting in waves like a conveyor,
sensing the surroundings and responding to what
they find. Cells separated out on a slide seem bereft
and send out the thinnest of exploratory membranes
as if ceaselessly searching for a soul mate. Minute
mitochondria and tiny vacuoles slide into position
and continually change direction, each seeming to
know what they have to do; and within the nucleus
there is endless activity. Brownian motion confers on
every tiny entity a perpetual agitation, yet behind it all
is a clear sense of direction. Within the cell is a world
of self-control, a universe of purpose. We all think
that the nucleus is where the chromosomes lie, like
gherkins nestling in a wine glass, but chromosomes
are normally invisible in the living cell. They disperse
into the nucleus, and biologists traditionally believed
that they simply dissolved away, reforming into
ribbons again only during the earliest stages of cell
division. This is certainly how it seems. However, a
distinguished Austrian microscopist, Dr. Carl Rabl,
realized the true situation in 1885. He theorized that
chromosomes retain their identity, even though they
can no longer be observed through the microscope.
The 27-year-old Rabl was right. Although the chromosomes disappear after cell division, they do not become
diffusely distributed through the nucleus. Every
chromosome retains its own nuclear subdomain, its
chromosome territory. It knows where it lives. These
territories have been demonstrated experimentally in
recent years in experiments with the rock cress plant
Arabidopsis, which proved that chromosomes do not
lose their identity between cell divisions — the same
conclusion first formulated by Rabl as a young man.
Late in the 19th century, microscopists were
attracted to cell division as a newly discovered
phenomenon. They saw how chromosomes appeared
as a cell prepared to divide, and they recorded in
detail the radiating spindle fibers that seem to draw
the chromosomes to the poles of the two new cells.
The spindle microtubules are birefringent and so can
be studied using polarized light microscopy (PLM),
where they shine like galaxies. The microtubules can
be seen forming at the earliest stages of mitosis as
elongated mitochondria align themselves within the
cytoplasm. We have no knowledge of how they do this
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or of the spatial regulators that must exist for them
to orient themselves. Spindle microtubules radiate
out in all directions like a starfish. The components of
the cell, including the mitochondria, are in a frenzy of
rearrangement, all radiating from the common center.
Some meet and eventually join, as though holding
hands like line dancers, until suddenly they penetrate
the nucleus and connect with the newly visible
chromosomes. This is all incredibly complex and quite
unlike the simple diagrams and CGI we are used to
seeing. Why does the spindle radiate in all directions?
Nobody knows. How do the tubules detect each other
and lie together? We have no idea. What causes the
centrosomes to migrate to the poles of the two new
nuclei? We have no evidence. What is the trigger for
the chromosomes to condense out of the nuclear sap?
Nobody can say. Chromosomes are shown in those
cartoon diagrams as simply moving into position,
being mechanically drawn apart by the spindle, but this
is not what happens in life. The chromosomes oscillate
and dance in and out of position, moving rhythmically
as though in some choreographed sequence until they
are correctly oriented. Although we are taught that the
chromosomes are pulled apart by the spindle fibers, they
actually slide along them. Sometimes a chromosome
is late in reaching its position, and we can see how
these latecomers jostle and race along to connect with
the spindle like a child chasing its parent in the park.
Occasionally, one or more arrives too late, and unequal
numbers of chromosomes end up in each new nucleus
so the mitotic division cannot be completed — which
dooms both daughter cells to death. In the cells of higher
plants (like the flowering angiosperms with which
everybody is familiar), the cell wall does not itself
divide. Instead, after nuclear division, a separating wall
is carefully constructed within a curious structure, the
phragmoplast. Watching this cell plate deliberately
develop, condensing out of the formless cytoplasm, is
a source of wonder in itself. Within an hour or two, a
new cell plate is constructed, molecule by molecule,
fiber by fiber, until the mother cell has been separated
into two. It is a microscopic miracle.
WONDROUS MICROBES
The behavior of microbes is something you rarely
encounter in a television program, and if you do have
the chance to see them, the images will probably have
been computer-generated. Those lack all the luscious
vitality and luminescence of real life. Diatoms are
among the most abundant of all microbes, found in
almost every habitat imaginable, and are inspiring

Motility in the cell is superbly imaged by Dr. Dylan Burnette of
Vanderbilt University School of Medicine. These embryonic
mouse fibroblasts show actin (red) and DNA (blue), with the mitochondria (green) visualized with a fluorescent protein that fuses
with a localization sequence within the mitochondria.
to study. Forty years ago, in my book Microbe Power
(1976) I celebrated the incredible complexity of
the microbial universe, and in 1971, I had written
of these “magnificent, minute microorganisms
with shells like spun silk” in my book Nonscience,
or How to Rule the World (page 10). Each diatom
manufactures an incredibly beautiful glassy skeleton
by secreting strands of silica, then propels itself along
by circulating cytoplasm out of the anterior end and
drawing it in at the rear, like a microscopic tank with
tracks of Jell-O. When the cells divide, part of the silica
is dissolved away; we do not know exactly how this
happens because silica is indissoluble. The diatoms
disassemble their silica strands just as they fabricate
their wonderful tracery using soluble orthosilicic acid
(Si[OH]4) and by moving one molecule at a time.
Curiously, the nucleus in a diatom moves into
specific positions during mitosis. Fine cytoplasmic
bridles draw each nucleus to the side wall of the cell
for division and then relocate the new daughter nuclei
back near the cell center when the process is completed.
These tenuous strands of life have long fascinated me,
and in my twenties, I studied the bridles within the
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directions.” Stiff they may seem, but each is a vibrant
highway bursting with activity and full of life.
The microscope allows us to watch these singlecelled microbes select a mate, chase their prey, trap
something to eat, heal their friends, hunt around, and
build homes for themselves. Yet current research
persists in looking at cells en masse, as if they were
components, rather than individuals. To take one
example, the state-of-the-art IncuCyte® ZOOM
System claims on its website to offer the following
advantages:
For all the simplicity of the amoeba we studied in school, some
related genera like this Actinophrys bear fine, hair-like pseudopodia, along which travels two-way particle traffic. This phasecontrast image was captured by Dr. Ferry Siemensma of
Kortenhoef, the Netherlands (www.arcella.nl).
cells of algae (“New Observations on the Cytology
of Spirogyra,” Biological Journal, 5:2, pp 5–8, October
1965). Fine strands, known as bridles, hold the nucleus
in position near the center of the cell. I showed that
each bridle ran directly between the nucleus and each
pyrenoid, the oval bodies where carbon fixation is
centered. It is as though the nucleus had a direct line to
the energy-storage centers of each cell. What was even
more fascinating was the movement of particles along
the bridles, like traffic on a freeway. Each minuscule
body was wafted along in a traffic lane of liquefied
cytoplasm, which conferred a clear sense of direction;
the two-way flow was coordinated and continuous.
Some amoebae exhibit the same phenomenon, only
carried to extremes. Those we encounter at school are
dismissed as “lowly” forms of life, though a moment
of two of microscopical observation will reveal that
much goes on within the amoeba cell. And it is in the
amoeboid family Actinophryidae where we see sights
that are hard to explain. Each lies at the center of a
perfect radiating array of tenuous arms that reach out
from the center like the spines of a sea urchin. It is
the microscopical appearance of each arm that is so
captivating. Minute particles ceaselessly swarm along
these arms in both directions. Tiny items of food are
brought into the parent cell, and unwanted scraps
are discarded. These fine wires of living cytoplasm
lie straight and true, they do not break off or become
entangled, and they bear little resemblance to the
terse descriptions in standard reference sources. As
www.microscope-microscope.org puts it, “the body is
spherical with stiff unbranched arms radiating in all
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• Cells are not disturbed by the observation and
analysis process
• Label free assays eliminate processing artifacts of
fixing and labelling
• Repeated measures over time provide powerful
insight into the timecourse of biology
• Provides greater control over critical assay conditions, e.g. assays can be initiated when a fixed cell
confluence is reached
• Cell monitoring enhances understanding of “normal” cell behaviours and the ability to recognise
different or “abnormal” (e.g. slowing in growth
rates, unexpected changes in morphology)
• Assay outcomes can be authenticated using
visual correlates of cell behaviour (e.g. motility,
morphology)
• Assays have enhanced sensitivity & precision
borne of repeat measurement
• Kinetic data enable novel powerful analyses such
as rate measurements, time to threshold, and area
under curve and more
• Superior timing of adjunct and parallel studies (e.g. biochemical measures of analyte release,
Western blots)
• Easier and improved ability to dissect the sequence of “forward” and “reverse” biology events,
e.g. neurite outgrowth and destruction of established networks
This verbiage cloaks the fact that it is like a
counselor trying to study people’s emotions, their
state of health, personal habits, and love lives by
filming crowds from a balloon with a wide-angle lens.
It is a paradox that we celebrate imaginary images of
unseen objects in outer space or subatomic particles
about which mathematicians like to dream — subjects
that may be interesting to chat about in the pub but are
of no practical relevance to our daily lives. If celestial
objects have been casually predicted (but are still only
hypothetical), then the researchers invent an imaginary
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Living cells are often studied en masse, as in this page published by the IncuCyte® ZOOM System,
marketed by Essen BioScience of Ann Arbor, Michigan. Computer analysis of the data allows
speedy analysis of perturbation of growth rates but allows no sight of the intricacies of a living cell.

image, just as medieval philosophers once drew
monsters and fairies. We ridicule the early naturalists
who constructed a unicorn out of their imagination,
though the rumors may have started in real life. Some
200 years B.C., in his book De Natura Animalium (On
the Nature of Animals), the Roman writer Claudius
Aelianus wrote of the unicorn as “monoceros,” adding
that it was also known as cartazonon, derived from the
Arabic karkadann, meaning rhinoceros. I am certain that
this is where the legend originated. Early European
explorers described a rhinoceros from memory as a
large animal with a horn on its snout, and the artists
rendered it as a unicorn. We may scoff at it now, but
at least the invented images began with a real animal.
Creating vivid images of planets that nobody has seen
puts science back further than the Middle Ages.
None of those media folk encourage people to
glance into a microscope, watch the complex life
stories going on all around us, and see people change
their entire approach to themselves and to the world
in which we live. When people observe tiny motors at
work within cells, or gear wheels meshing together,
they sometimes conclude that someone up there
somewhere must have designed it. This is the height
of hubris. Single cells have been evolving mechanisms
that are still beyond human comprehension since life

began. Living organisms are not so much constrained
by the laws of physics, but have harnessed those
principles for their own advancement. We are
trudging along behind, believing that we understand
how life works, even though most people have never
seen what goes on but are assailed by garish computer
graphics that subsume reality, like children captivated
by cartoons. The theoreticians are endlessly diverted
by the peculiarities of irrational numbers, imaginary
planets, and absurd inventions like the “multiverse”
concept, dignifying their ridiculous imaginings
with mythical images created out of nothing, just as
medieval dreamers concocted angels and dragons.
In December 2016, Stephen Hawking said that the
theoretical physicists with whom he works “might
sometimes be tempted to regard themselves as the
pinnacle” of the scientific community. Surely they
aren’t so naive. The pinnacle is already occupied by
the wondrous realities of living cells, those essentially
autonomous entities of immense complexity that
make us what we are. Within each cell are processes
of startling sophistication that are presented as if they
were simple and mechanical, when in fact they are
of infinite intricacy. All of this is real and accessible,
yet none of it can we understand. Worse still, hardly
anyone is trying to find out.
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